Hawaiian Vamp

Down in Honolulu beside the sea the naughty strain keeps haunting me just a naughty hula that sweet refrain it makes me quiver,

The naughty hula glide, the creepy, sneaky slide, They dance it night and day

and chase the blues away Hey!

'Twas on a moon-lit night you got the hula notion hold your feet down tight
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and wiggle like the ocean. Hey!
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A maiden fair to see, she lives at Wai-kī-kī, just like a rippling just like a rippling
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she does the hula gli - i - i - i - i - i - i - ide. Down in Hono -
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lu - lu be-side the sea the naugh-ty strain keeps haunt-ing
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me just a naugh-ty hula that sweet refrain it makes me qui-ber,
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shi-ber and shake and then we do it a-again. Hey!
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